Identification and mapping of real acupoints in the anatomical topography of Boa constrictor
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Abstract

Acupuncture is a therapy of the traditional Chinese medicine technique, which over the years has been widespread in the West. Defined as a needle-point treatment technique (acupoints), exactly preconfigured in the body to produce a specific physiological reaction to restore the balance between the function of conflicting states and homeostasis, alternating states of energy and thus maintain the ideal organ and body organization. Thus, the objective of this study was to map and describe the main points of acupuncture in the species Boa constrictor, and their indications to promote the balance of this species. The unprecedented result of the mapping was the discovery of specific acupoints with individual location indications without distribution in specific meridians and dispersely distributed in the body.
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1. Introduction

Acupuncture is characterized as a technique that uses physical (needle, laser) and chemical (acuity) stimuli in defined areas of the skin for therapy and diagnosis of reversible functional diseases as well as for the treatment of serious diseases (Ribeiro, 2013; Draehmpaehl and Zohmann, 1997).

The word acupuncture is derived from the Latin accent and pungere radicals, meaning needle and pierce (Serpa et al., 2016; Draehmpaehl and Zohmann, 1997). With the development of mankind as acupuncture techniques have evolved. In the beginning as acupuncture needles were made of stone, they are made of silver, gold and stainless steel alloys (Wen, 2004).
structural and functional basis for an effective acupuncture treatment and is the place where the organs and organs of the body carry Qi to a surface of the body (Li, 2003).

Many researches suggest that acupuncture signaling is mainly transmitted by somatic sensory nerves, with afferent fibers of the sympathetic nerves involved in acupuncture points (Li, 2003; Zhang and Jin, 2012). The goal of acupuncture is to rebalance energy through channels that are distributed in the body through which the energy passes.

In the scientific literature, its mechanisms of action and its differentiation among the various acupuncture points of wild animals are still unknown. This work has much relevance due to the number of acupoints found, with the most diverse purposes, that reinforce its importance in Traditional Chinese Medicine.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Experimental design

To determine the acupoints, five animals of the *Boa constrictor* species were used, which were under the care of the research laboratory of the Federal Rural Semi-Arid Federal University (UFERSA), adults and both sexes. The animals were monitored for 15 days before the experiment started, without solid fasting and without water restriction.

Heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RF), temperature and glucose, to serve as a case parameter occurrence. HR was obtained by counting heart rate. RF was generally obtained by observing the thoracic expansion movements in one minute, a temperature to be measured using a digital infrared thermometer and a glucose meter with a blood glucose meter on a portable glycoside On call Plus), the test is based on the measurement of the electric current generated by the glucose reaction with the reagent from the test strip. The meter has a current and does not display the corresponding at the glucose level. The intensity of the current produced depends on the amount of glucose present in the blood sample.

The study was performed within ethical standards, with the number of animals and an intensity of the stimuli used to identify the acupoints.

In order to facilitate the identification of the location, the points were numbered sequentially following a head-tail calculation. Information on its location, technique and clinical indications are presented at each of the points described.

Clinical techniques and indications are suggested by correspondents of other species, who depend often are structured in an acupuncture work, sometimes accurate, others are general, showing that an acupuncture is a specific reflection on the quality as Topographic projections have as more important functions (Rubin, 1983).

2.2. Animal containment

The containment for *Boa Constrictor* was rapid, since a kind of elongated body and absence of thoracic and pelvic limbs, taking directly behind the head, preventing it from turning. When needed a hook logo was used after a head to press the animal against the ground. Always with less than three people, as a security measure, a hand force, a holding a head, a forefinger and a thumb held a jaw and two other things.

2.3. Identification of acupoints and impedance

Use of the electrostimulator and location of EL points 30 - 10/100 Hz NKLpoints of Brazilian origin. The EL30 is an electronic device that is intended exclusively for non-invasive applications in the technique called electro-acupuncture. It was conceived as a point detection instrument, where an electrostimulation therapy, used in different media with a purpose of detection and determination of qualities as stimulus conditions for different species and for different points.

It was traversed with an exploratory tip of the animal’s body points to an occurrence of an audible signal indicating the localized point and an impedance. The sensitivity controller has been adjusted to find a better setting.

3. Results

A total of eight acupoints were identified and mapped in the *B. constrictor* species, with six acupoints in the cephalic region, one in the trunk region and one in the tail region.

3.1. Acuponto 1

*B. constrictor* acupoint 1 was identified in the region of the head below the eye and above the commissure of the lips. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of a thin round needle, with a thickness of 4 mm at an angle of 45°, a degree of light difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, impedance 5,000Ω. The indication of the literature is to combat conjunctivitis, keratitis and problems of motor coordination (Figure 1).

3.2. Acuponto 2

The acupuncture 2 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the rostral region of the head, near the loreal fossa. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 5 mm of thickness, with moderate...
degree of difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, 1,500Ω impedance. The indication of the literature is to combat nasal congestion and rhinitis (Figure 1).

3.3. Acuponto 3

The acuponto 3 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the head, in the center of the rostral region, below the nostrils. The technique selected was the perpendicular insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 3 mm of thickness, with degree of severe difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, impedance 1,500Ω. In the literature it is observed that they are indicated for shock, coma and cardiorespiratory arrest (Figure 1).

3.4. Acuponto 4

The acupoint 4 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the head, in the region anterior to the labial commissure. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 4 mm of thickness, occurring a moderate degree of difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, 1,000Ω impedance. In the literature it is observed that they are indicated for facial paralysis, edema and dental diseases (Figure 1).

3.5. Acuponto 5

Acupuncture 5 of *B. constrictor* was identified on the head at the end of the lower lip. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 3 mm of thickness, occurring a degree of light difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, 5,500Ω impedance. The indication of the literature is to combat glossitis and edema (Figure 1).

3.6. Acuponto 6

Acupuncture 6 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the head and neck, region 11 to 13 cm from the tip of the rostral region of an adult animal in the lateral phase. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 3 mm of thickness, occurring a degree of light difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, 2,500Ω impedance. In the literature it is observed that they are indicated for facilitating rectal relaxation, rectal surgery and edema (Figure 2).

3.7. Acuponto 7

The acupuncture 7 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the region of the trunk, in the dorsal position, on the intestine. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 3 mm of thickness, occurring a degree of light difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, impedance 4,000Ω. In the literature it is observed that they are indicated for inflammations, rheumatism in the region of the neck, pains, dysphagia and edema (Figure 1).

3.8. Acuponto 8

The acupuncture 8 of *B. constrictor* was identified in the subcaudal region on the anal plate, near the anal orifice. The technique selected was the insertion without rotation of thin round needle, with 3 mm of thickness, occurring a degree of light difficulty for stimulation of this acupoint, 2,500Ω impedance. In the literature it is observed that they are indicated for facilitating rectal relaxation, rectal inflammation, anal sphincter incontinence, intestinal colic, rectal surgery and edema (Figure 2).

4. Discussion

Acupuncture has been used for the treatment of several pathologies, is a safe, effective, simple, non-invasive and low cost technique. Excellent results have been obtained, proving the effectiveness of this specialty as an alternative in diseases. The use of this age-old therapy has contributed to helping clinicians solve problems that are not being achieved in everyday life through the path of common medicine (Silva and Vianna, 2011). Also acupuncture is a form of diagnosis since the study in wild animals is limited.

In acupuncture pain is the result of a condition of excess or deficiency of Qi or blood, and acupuncture regularizes these states (Mittleman and Gaynor, 2000). Most of the points found are associated with the treatment of pain and discomfort.

When acupuncture stimulation is applied at the correct points, neural impulses are received in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. These impulses are driven to a variety of fibers for the spinal-articular and spinae-spermal tracts, projecting to the midbrain where they directly influence serotonergic pathways (Scott and Scott, 1997).

Most acupuncture points are located near peripheral nerves or their bifurcations, neuromuscular junctions, blood vessels and ligaments, this contributes to their low electrical resistance in the skin and conduction of energy.

The mechanisms of action proposed for the therapeutic effects of acupuncture are based on the principle of maintaining or recovering homeostasis. Recently, many efforts were made to establish the properties and characteristics of these mechanisms in terms of neuroanatomy, neurophysiology and neurochemistry (Kim et al., 2003; Guimarães et al., 1997).

According to Schwartz (2006), the diagnostic points when being palpated and presenting sensitivity reactions may indicate imbalance in the related visceral organs. This sensitivity can be manifested by the animal through various reactions such as: skin wrinkling; Movements
with the head toward the point being palpated; Try to bite or show apathy.

The detection of points at specific times, that is, certain points are more active at certain times than others. Depending on the time analyzed, the detection becomes smaller or not found.

The detectability of some points when repeated in different days and times were not as easy as these to be found by the device, having eliminated the possibility of being battery problems of the device, firstly by the sensor of charge did not accuse anything and by the substitution nevertheless New, thus constituting a temporal effect. This may be physiological, such as a circadian rhythm or pathological manifestations, so that in the future it can be studied and constituted in a diagnostic tool.

Another possibility could be attributed to the Channel and Collateral System, which has the function of promoting connections between organs (Zang) and viscera (Fu), communicating these two with tissues and sensorial organs at the extremities of the body, regulating the function of each Part of the body, and thus maintaining the balance between the Yin and Yang which can be translated as the complementariness of the Exterior and the Interior, Up and Down or Right and Left. In these channels we have closely interconnected physiologically and inseparably, the Energy (Qi) and the Blood (Xue) that circulates by the force of the Qi. The energetic channels and collagens carrying both Qi and Xue by the vessels (Mai) constitute the Jing Lu, the channels (Jing) and their secondary or collateral vessels (Luo). Although Qi is the dynamic force for Mai, where Xue is, Mai is the network that limits and directs the movements of the two, and thus the rhythmic pulsations in the movement of substances in the vessels can be affected by imbalances and depending on the degree, Diseases (Junying, 1996).

The existence of Acupuncture points has been investigated in several ways, among them the study of the electrical properties of the skin. Some points may not have been detected due to the impedance beyond the upper limits of the apparatus, which leads to question the form and depth of stimulation of the acupoints or even by the use of transpositional information only in order to improve the effectiveness or optimization of the treatment.

Analyzing interspecific factors, we would have alterations of position, shape, absence of structures, sintopia. One that should be emphasized would be the asymmetry that is found in ophidians as to the elongated form of organs or, anatomical differences such as the occurrence of lungs, air sacs or both, one on each side, are possible sources of variation in this species. Not being able to leave without considering yet another level, intraspecific, the individual differences (Junying, 1996).

Nevertheless, the identification and mapping of acupoints is extremely important, since the association of acupuncture with conventional treatments is a point of great importance, since it guarantees the potentialization of the treatment resulting from the synergism between both. It complements the resources of Western medicine and provides a more complete and solid framework for veterinary medicine therapeutics in wild animals.

5. Conclusion

The identification and mapping of acupuncture points are essential for advancing this technique of traditional Chinese medicine and new studies have emerged on other species of wild animals.
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